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The Political Consequences of IMF Lending
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The argument in brief
• Evidence for a Johnny Appleseed effect: where the IMF goes, neoliberal 

policymakers sprout and take root
• The IMF doles out more generous, less onerous, and lightly-enforced 

conditional loans to policy teams containing likeminded economic officials
• The presence of the IMF raises the cost paid by the executive to engineer the 

removal of a top neoliberal official

Does the IMF enhance the political fortunes of 
likeminded officials in borrowing countries?

• Consider Domingo Cavallo (Harvard econ PhD): economy 
minister in Argentina for 2,007 days (1991-1996)

• Average duration for 22 officials that preceded him (1970-
1991): 340 days



The IMF and Neoliberal Policymakers

• IMF has no choice but to wade into murky political waters 
• Who does the IMF like and trust? Policymakers that share the set of 

beliefs with IMF staff and management are regarded as credible allies in 
the reform effort

• All else equal, IMF is more likely to support a team of fellow neoliberals
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• Data on 554 appointees to 
senior positions between 1980 
and 1995

• Proportion trained in top-
ranked American economics 
departments hovered between 
40 and 60 percent for most of 
the period



Testing the Argument: New Data
Measuring the ideas held by policymakers

• Two socializing experiences that transmit neoliberal ideas
 Graduate training in top American economics departments
 Sustained experience within the IMF and/or World Bank
 Data collection yields dates of entry and exit and biographical 

information for over 2,000 policymakers in 90 low- and middle-
income countries (1980-2000)

• Construction of proportion neoliberal
 Economic policy team composed by the signatories to the agreement 

(usually the finance minister and central bank governor) and the
executive

 Proportion Neoliberal ranges from 0 (no neoliberal policymakers) to 1 
(unified neoliberal policy team)
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Training and Regional Distribution of Neoliberal Policymakers
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Proportion Neoliberal and IMF Treatment 
Measuring IMF treatment of borrowers

• Three dimensions: conditionality, generosity, and enforcement
• Sample: 503 conditional loans signed between 1980 and 2000

Conditionality: holding all other covariates at mean/minimum values, moving 
from no neoliberals to unified neoliberal team shaves two binding 
conditions off the average lending program

Loan size/quota (logged): Moving from no neoliberals to a unified neoliberal 
government increases loan size by between 35 and 45 percent

Waivers:  unified policy teams are 41 percent more likely to receive a 
waiver for missed conditions than governments without neoliberals
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Political Consequences: How the IMF Valorizes 
Neoliberal Economic Policymakers

Policymakers with neoliberal credentials can credibly claim to deliver better 
treatment by the IMF

The presence of the IMF increases the cost that leaders pay when they 
engineer the removal of top neoliberal officials

Do neoliberals have more influence over policymaking in countries with 
lengthy experiences under the IMF’s watchful eye? Do neoliberal finance 
ministers and central bankers survive longer under IMF programs?

Yes, and yes
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Evidence for the Johnny Appleseed Effect

• Correlation between the 
degree of IMF involvement 
and influence of neoliberals 
(1980-2000)

• By construction, %Neoliberal 
(1990-2000) cannot 
“contaminate” degree of IMF 
involvement in the 1970s

• Correlations stands up in the 
multivariate models
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Correlates of Proportion Neoliberal (1980-2000)
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The IMF and Political Survival of Neoliberal Officials
• Logrank test shows 

that difference in 
survivor functions is 
significant

• The difference between 
neoliberal and non-neoliberal 
central bankers is highly 
significant
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The Survival of Finance Ministers under IMF Programs

• Conditional on being 
under an IMF 
program, neoliberal 
finance ministers are 
~30% less likely to be 
removed from office 
than non-neoliberals 
in countries that 
borrow from the Fund
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• Method: Cox 
proportional hazard 
models with country-
specific frailty term 



The Survival of Central Bankers under IMF Programs
• The hazard for neoliberals at 

the helm of central banks is 
~40% lower among countries 
that seek IMF funding
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Additional Evidence
Neoliberal policymakers are not, in general, more 

durable than non-neoliberals 
Table below tracks average survival time (in days) of 

neoliberals and non-neoliberals in countries not 
under IMF programs (1980-2000)
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No threshold effect: governments with and without 
neoliberal economic policymakers face broadly 
similar economic conditions in the year of entry 
into a new lending program
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…and One Last Bit of Evidence



For leaders of countries that need to draw on the 
IMF’s resources, appointing and keeping 
neoliberal economists is good politics
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Conclusions

The IMF’s role in the diffusion of neoliberalism: more 
than conditionality


